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Data transfer have almost exclusively been done through electrical cables, but the use of fibre 
optic cables is increasing. Is a fibre optic cable transferring data with the same quality as an 
electrical cable? As it turns out the fibre optic cable might be the better choice. 

Sometimes the communication between devices is taken for granted. Take an ordinary light 
switch for example. When you flip the switch, the light comes on, this is due to electricity 
being transported along a cable to the light bulb. Much the same happens when we control 
more advanced equipment that carry out actions, such as closing a valve, instead of bringing 
light to your kitchen. Sometimes there are situations at which this action is absolutely critical 
to the safety of humans, for example in a nuclear power plant. 

In these types of facilities, the actions need to be carried out from a distance and that is where 
the cables come in. In case of an emergency the cables need to work. This can be shown 
through a real example, the Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant accident in March 1975 [1]. A 
fire damaged 1600 cables, where 600 of these were cables that monitored or controlled 
safety features of the plant. The damages to the cables caused several faults to occur; some 
safety features could no longer be operated from a distance, some safety features were put 
into motion by themselves, and some instruments on the control panel showed misleading 
indications [1]. 

The misleading and erroneous signals in the Browns Ferry accident was probably due to the 
use of electrical cables for control equipment. In other words, there was a possibility for the 
signal to go the wrong way if the cables came in contact with each other. Signals that are 
interpreted by computers have mainly been sent using electricity, but it is also possible to use 
light to send the same signals through fibre optic cables. The fibre optic cables offer higher 
speed as well as an inherent electrical isolation. With fibre optic cables, the problem with 
signals going the wrong way becomes impossible as they themselves are electrically insulated. 
Instead, the problem with a fibre optic cable subjected to fire is how the light being 



transmitted is disturbed, and thus the actual data can be affected. This problem was identified 
by the European Spallation Source (ESS) and a master thesis was conducted on how fire 
conditions affect the attenuation through a fibre optic cable [2]. However, this attenuation 
could not be translated to a loss of data. To further investigate fibre optic cables’ behaviour 
during fire a recent master thesis, that includes of an experimental study, has been 
conducted. This master thesis [3] investigated how data transfer is affected and an effort to 
create a probabilistic distribution was made. However, some of the technical aspects as well 
as the experimental setup will first be described. 

 
Fibre optics and data transfer 

In a fibre optic cable, a wave of light is guided through a core made of clear glass. Surrounding 
the core is something called cladding which is glass that is less refractive [4]. When the light 
hits the cladding, it bounces back into the core and continues forward [4]. As the wave of light 
propagate through the cable the amplitude and intensity decrease along the way, and this is 
called attenuation [5]. The amplitude decreases over a distance and can be explained by 
Figure 1. The original data signal is a pattern of on and off (up and down), as the light 
propagates the difference between on and off decrease and finally the signal can no longer 
be interpreted. 

 

Figure 1. Decrease in amplitude of the light. Top, outgoing signal. Bottom, signal being 
stretched out due to attenuation, with the original shape for illustrative purposes. 

 
The other part of attenuation is the loss of intensity, or loss of photons in the wave of light. 
This is a result of mainly three different properties: absorption, scattering and leakage 
(radiation) [4, 6]. In short, absorption is when light is absorbed into the molecules of the fibre. 
Scattering is a combination of light hitting the molecules as well as impurities in the fibre, and 
leakage is light that escape out from the core and cladding. As a cable is bent or mismanaged, 
cracks can form which leads to an increase in leakage. One study has been made on tensile 
strength of fibres from fibre optic cables, the result of this was that the strength decreased 



with increasing temperature [7]. If the tensile strength decreases, the fibre will start to crack 
even more, and more light can be lost due to leakage. 

The signal needs to be interpreted by a computer as ones and zeros, in other words as a digital 
signal [4, 5]. Disturbance in the signal due to loss of light or other disturbance can have effects 
on the end result, for example if the data loss is too large some computer systems can shut 
down or in other ways malfunction [8]. Regardless if data is sent through light or electricity 
there needs to be a unified set of rules, called protocols, for the sending and receiving 
computer to interpret the signal [9]. These protocols create data packages, clusters of ones 
and zeros, that can be measured. 

 
Sample holder and test setup 

In the recent master thesis project [3] a sample holder for the cable was constructed based 
on previously conducted experiments and details from two standards on cable testing. In the 
IEC 60331-25:1999 standard, the cable is suspended in the air by resting on metallic rings [10], 
and in the SS-EN 50200:2006 standard, the cable is mounted in a U-shape on a non-
combustible board [11]. Both these details were incorporated in the thesis work by having 
the cable suspended in the air in a U-shape with a non-combustible board under the cable. A 
pendulum was also installed to strike the sample holder every 10 minutes and the details for 
the pendulum was incorporated from the SS-EN 50200:2006 standard [11]. The cables were 
installed in the sample holder with the smallest bend diameter recommended by the 
manufacturer. The sample holder can be seen in Figure 2, where the yellow marking indicates 
where the pendulum struck the sample holder.  

 

Figure 2. Sample holder setup. 

 
During the tests, a cable was gradually exposed to an increasing heat flux from a cone 
calorimeter [12]. In the tests, the heat flux started at 15 kW/m2 and was increased to 25 
kW/m2 after 10 minutes, 35 kW/m2 after another 10 minutes, and finally 50 kW/m2 after 



another 10 minutes. After 30 minutes the heat flux was at the maximum value for the 
experiment and remained at 50 kW/m2 until the cable could no longer transfer data or until 
90 minutes of the test had passed. The cables that were used for these tests were single-
mode cables with one fibre. These cables were chosen because the goal was to examine the 
functionality of the cable, with as little protection as possible. A picture of a test cable 
mounted in the sample holder can be seen in Figure 3. In addition, SM cables are becoming 
more common than MM cables. Since the goal was to measure data loss, a local area network 
(LAN) was created between two computers. The data was then transferred from one 
computer to another, where bandwidth and data loss for the transferred data was measured 
continuously. 

 

 

Figure 3. Cable mounted in the sample holder. 

 
Results and conclusions 

The tests resulted in zero data loss until the cable broke or the test was terminated after 90 
minutes. The conditions for breaking of the cable were shown to be a relationship between 
temperature and mechanical strain from smaller bend diameter created by the fibre moving 
due to thermal influence. For those tests that led to a break in the cone calorimeter, 
temperatures of 400 – 600 ºC were measured. Besides measured data, such as data loss and 
temperature, the cables were also visually examined and interesting events were timed to 
help draw conclusions. With the temperature measurements at the time of break, a data 
analysis was made where a probabilistic distribution for temperature at the time of break was 
fitted. 

A couple of conclusions could be drawn from the tests and they are presented below: 

• The signal in a single-mode fibre shows resilience to fire exposure. 



• Based on this study, a probabilistic distribution of the critical temperature resulted in 
a 5th percentile of 336 ºC, i.e., 95% of the cables have a critical temperature above 
336 ºC. 

• Even if installed according to the manufacturer’s recommendations, bends that lead 
to break can be formed on the cable due to thermal stresses. 

• Fibre optic cables have inherent properties such as electrical isolation which makes 
them useful for critical safety systems in, for example, high reliability facilities. 
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